My Fellow Actor,
You have chosen a career that is rewarding, challenging and essential to our cultural identity. SAG-AFTRA
membership can be an important step toward achieving your artistic and professional goals.
SAG-AFTRA is the largest union for performers in the world, representing and protecting 160,000
media professionals. Collectively, we secure vital protections, negotiate and enforce fair contracts, and
provide crucial benefits for media artists. The SAG-AFTRA Foundation steps in with critical support
when our members most need it, in times of personal hardship, unexpected career adjustments, and
industry-wide challenges.
To be a performer demands enormous commitment, not only to your craft but also to our creative
community. Every talented professional who accepts a non-union job undercuts everything previous
generations worked so hard to establish in this industry. Good wages, residuals, workplace standards and
safety, and pension and health benefits all depend on our community’s ability to stand united and strong.
I encourage you to join us. Become a member of SAG-AFTRA and benefit from the protection and power
that comes from being part of a community of 160,000.
We are all safer and stronger together.
In unity,
Gabrielle Carteris

President
Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of Television & Radio Artists

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD-AMERICAN FEDERATION of TELEVISION and RADIO ARTISTS
Associated Actors & Artistes of America / AFL-CIO

sagaftra.org
855.SAG•AFTRA / 855.724.2387

Am I serious
about having a
long, successful
acting career?

If you’re thinking about
joining SAG-AFTRA, but
wondering if the time
is right, ask yourself
these questions:

Do I want to be seen
as a professional?
Do I want access to
quality health care?

You may have heard some things

Do I want
expert assistance
if something
goes wrong?
Do I want to be
paid fairly for my
talent and my work?

that are causing you to hesitate,
but there are lots of good reasons
to join. To check if you’re eligible, visit
sagaftra.org/howtojoin.
There are a lot of myths out there,
so it’s important to

Do I want to be safe
at my workplace?
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MYTHS You

Have Heard?

MYTH: Everything is going non - union!
TRUTH: Performers make almost a billion (with a ‘b’)
		 dollars working on union commercials every year.
		
In recent years, there has been an increase in non-union commercial work, but there are a whole lot of
union commercials being made. More of our members work under the Commercials Contracts than any
other SAG-AFTRA contract. If someone tells you to stay non-union because of all the non-union
“opportunities,” you might want to think about what they get out of you staying non-union.

MYTH: All exposure is good exposure.
TRUTH:
Some exposure can be very, very bad exposure.
		
Exposure can be your best friend or your worst enemy. For film and TV work, the more, the better! But
when it comes to the commercial world, overexposure can damage your career because advertisers won’t
hire performers associated with competitive products. That’s why union contracts come with protections
and residuals. You get regular payments for not working on competitive brands, and union ads have a
maximum period of use. If an advertiser wants to use your spot beyond that maximum period of use, you
have the right to renegotiate your fee or even refuse to let them continue to use your performance.
There are no protections when you do non-union commercials. They can run forever and cause you to
have uncontrollable product conflicts that box you out of more lucrative union commercial opportunities.
“In perpetuity” can handcuff you to a brand forever: Do one non-union beer commercial and it could run
forever without further payment, and you’ll never do a union commercial for any beverage. Ever. The best
commercial agents are generally reluctant to represent actors who have a bunch of uncontrolled conflicts
because their future commercial opportunities are limited.
Working on a non-union spot might put a few bucks in your pocket right now, but you could sacrifice a
lot of union work for the rest of your career.
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MYTH: There isn’t much difference between working
		
on non - union and union commercials.
Truth: Working on union commercials is entirely
		 different from working on non-union ads.

		

• UNION COMMERCIALS PAY RESIDUALS, which means you get regular payments for your exposure
for as long as your commercial is airing. Residuals account for most of the earnings in union commercials,
and they can add up to a very nice chunk of change. Non-union commercials don’t pay residuals.
• When you work under a SAG-AFTRA contract, the producer has to contribute money to YOUR
PENSION AND HEALTH PLAN, in addition to your wages and residuals. With union commercials, you
have the opportunity to qualify for fantastic health insurance and build a pension for when you retire
(yes, someday you will be old enough to retire). With non-union ads, you get zero benefits.
• SAFETY is a top priority of SAG-AFTRA, whether it’s ensuring proper protections and protocol when
you’re doing a stunt or making sure your working conditions aren’t hazardous. The union will always
have your back. Non-union sets can often be dangerous and in remote locations, with no one to call if
things go sideways.
• On a union set, you’re guaranteed MEAL BREAKS AND FOOD to eat during those breaks. On a
non-union set, you may work very long hours with no breaks at all.
• SAG-AFTRA contracts set STANDARDS OF PAY AND PROTECTIONS that enable our members to
make the performing arts a viable career. Non-union rates range from “exposure and a sandwich” to a
few thousand dollars and are almost always far below union rates.
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SALLY’S UNION CAREER
v s.

SALLY’S NON -UNION
CAREER

Meet Sally.
Sally is a performer.
Sally is 22 and just got her
first gig in a union commercial.
Sally is now eligible to join sag -aftra
but doesn’t know if she should.
Let’s see what Sally’s life might be like
as a union vs. non -union performer.
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UNION SALLY

NON - UNION SALLY

Year

1

Sally shoots one spot that runs on

Sally shoots three spots that

cable TV and three digital spots,

run on TV and on the internet,

earning $27,000 and qualifying

earning $7,500.

for SAG -AFTRA health insurance.

Year

2

Sally lands a top -notch agent.

She books one national TV spot,

one cable spot, and three digital spots,
and gets her first guest role on
a TV series. She makes $58,000.

Sally shoots five spots that run on all
platforms and two digital spots. Her
manager tells her she doesn’t need to join
SAG -AFTRA because she’s working so much,
but she only makes $18,000.
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UNION SALLY

NON - UNION SALLY

Year

4

One of Sally’s commercials is so

One of Sally’s commercials is so popular

popular that after 21 months, her

that it runs constantly for years, but Sally

agent is able to renegotiate for

signed a contract for use “in perpetuity,”

more money and Sally has her

so she never makes more than the

best year yet, earning $94,000.

$2,500 she got paid when she shot it.

Year

8

Sally books two national TV spots, four
digital spots and is in a movie! She gets into
a fender-bender on the way to an audition
and has some minor injuries, but her
SAG -AFTRA health insurance has her covered.

Sally is having trouble getting
auditions because she has uncontrollable
conflicts from non-union spots
she shot years ago. She gets into
a fender -bender and ends up with
a huge hospital bill.
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UNION SALLY

NON - UNION SALLY

Year

15

Sally is making enough money from

Sally books a few internet spots,

her union jobs and residuals to

but is still struggling to pay her rent.

buy her first home.

She tries to get better representation,
but agents won’t sign her because
of her “in perpetuity” conflicts.

Year

35

Sally is still working, but not quite
as much as when she was younger.
She’s happy to be able to take her
great SAG -AFTRA pension, and is living
a very comfortable life.

Sally wasn’t able to sustain an acting
career with non-union wages and no
benefits. She had to move on to
another profession 15 years ago.

What Kind of Career
Do You want to have?
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There’s More!

Collective
Strength
SAG-AFTRA lobbies on issues
that impact your life, such as
artists’ rights, digital theft,
runaway production, and more.

You may not be aware of all the
advantages of SAG-AFTRA
membership.
Here are some of the
benefits we haven’t
touched on, yet:

Career
Development
From workshops to classes
with casting directors, the
union and its partners provide
a wealth of educational and
professional services.

Controlling
Your Destiny
As a member, you can help shape
your future by participating in the
decision-making process at local
and national levels of the union.

Get involved!
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Professional
Status

Movie
Night
Every year,
members receive
screeners for all of
the SAG Awards
nominated
movies, and
vote for the
honorees.

With a SAG-AFTRA card,
producers, casting directors
and directors know you
are a true professional.
Top talent agents and
managers prefer
to represent
SAG-AFTRA
members.

Contact us!
Go to sagaftra.org for more
info on what you get when
you join SAG-AFTRA.
Email your questions to
AdsGoUnion@sagaftra.org
or call (877) 280-6705.

Ready to Join?
A performer becomes eligible for SAG-AFTRA membership through SAG-AFTRA employment or
employment under an affiliated performers’ union.
Here’s what you need to qualify:
1.
Proof of employment under a SAG-AFTRA, SAG or AFTRA contract.
Become eligible by doing one principal job or completing three days of work as a background
actor under a SAG-AFTRA collective bargaining agreement.
2.

Proof of employment under an affiliated performers’ union.
You can join SAG-AFTRA if you have been a paid-up member of an affiliated performers’ union
(ACTRA, AEA, AGMA or AGVA) for a period of one year and have worked and been paid at
least once as a principal performer in that affiliated union’s jurisdiction.

Get more information
about joining here:

sagaftra.org/howtojoin
howtojoin
or call (323) 549-6769.

ABOUT US
SAG-AFTRA represents approximately 160,000 actors, announcers, broadcast journalists,
dancers, DJs, news writers, news editors, program hosts, puppeteers, recording artists, singers,
stunt performers, voiceover artists and other media professionals. SAG-AFTRA members are the
faces and voices that entertain and inform America and the world. With national offices in
Los Angeles and New York, and local offices nationwide, SAG-AFTRA members work together
to secure the strongest protections for media artists into the 21st century and beyond.
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5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3600
sagaftra.org

